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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY OF ENTOMOLOGY
HOW TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE INSECTS.
F. L. WASHBURN, M.A.. Entomologist.

"The natural resources of the territory of the United States were at
-the time of its settlement richer and more varied than those of any other
equal area upon the surface of the earth. The development of these resources has given us an incrf'ase in population and wealth undreamed of by
the men who founded our government, and without parallel in history. It
is obvious that the prosperity which we now enjoy rests directly upon these
resources. Their cons1Crvatirn is the rncst weighty question now before
the people of the United States."
[Extract from President Roosevelt's letter to tile Governors

r~f

all tlte States.1

The Relation of Insects to the Nation's Wealth:
Entomology means the study of insects. Not many years ago
an entomologist was looked upon as a harmless non-utilitarian,
and the word called to mind the picture of a spectacled and
bearded lunatic, wildly waving an insect net and pursuing a
flitting butterfly over field and bog. Even now amongst many
of our people the word is synonymous with "bug hunter," an
individual who collects, kills, pins, classifies and labels what the
public broadly characterizes as "bugs," said individual adding
not a jot or tittle to the world's income, a dilitante who in no
way benefits mankind.
Of late years the science of entomology is being everywhere
recognized as of great practical importance. We need only to
refer to a few facts to emphasize the terrible destruction caused
by insect pests alone, havoc which is rated by the millions of
dollars, and to mention certain appropriations made of late years
to forward the work of entomology, to show the important part
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played in our cconom1cs by insects, and the appreciation of
the work of entomologists as shown by substantial assistance
rendered them by Congress, state legislatures,. and the various
state institutions where the science is made an important feature
of the work.
The average total monetary value of all of the farm products of the United States each year, based upon Government
reports, is approxmiately six billion, seven hundred and ninety-four
millions of cl o 11 a rs
($6.794,000,000). Our
forestry products will
average about $600,000,000 annually. This addecl to our agricultural
products makes a grand
aYld forestr~ total of $7.394,000,000.
;.§>T,oss through insect rav,>d
ages for one year in the
~
00 0 ~Qf0\J
United States, from estimates made by the DeFig. 1.
partment of AgTiculture,
has been found to be represcn tcd by the enormous sum of eight
hundred millions of dollars ($800,000.000J. nearly one-ninth of
th~ total agric11lt11ral and fnrcstr31 n11tp11l. represented by the
darkened portion in the accompanying illustration, Fig. 1. In other
words eight hundred millions of dollars might be aclclecl yearly
to our agricultural and forestry output if we could eliminate
the work of injurious insects.
This does not include the annual loss of human life through
the agency of insects. Vv e now know that malaria owes it<;
existence in the human system to the agency of a mosquito; that
another mosquito transmits the deadly germ of yellow fever,
and that the filthy house fly, altogether too common in our homes,
may be, under certain conditions. the means of conveying the
germ of typhoid from filth to articles of fond. In fact, it has
been well, and we helieve, truthfully said that during the Spanish-
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American \Var, we lost but three hundred men by bullets, hut
five thousand through the agency of house flies, owing to grossly
unsanitary conditions in some of our camps. The courts apparently regard a human life as worth $5,000; on that rather sordid
basis the United States lost at that time, ·within the confines of
a few camps, and by the work of the filthy fly, a producing
agency worth to the country, at the lowest estimate, twenty-five
million dollars ; as a matter of fact it would probably average
very much more.
Just as Fig. 1 shows the average yearly productions of the
U nitecl States from agricultural and forest sources, the shaclecl
area representing that portion of the
yearly output which is sacrificed annually to insects, we make use of the
following· figures to show the proportions between the estimated average value of some of the more im-·
portant agricultural products of the
United States, and the value of that
part vvhich, in each case, is annually
destroyed by insects. As shown by
Fig. 2·
the shaded areas, Fig. 2 illustrates
the fact that, although we estimate ( 1906) our annual wheat
crop as worth $450,000,000, \Ve lose yearly from ravages cau~cd
by insects $100,000,000, or .over
20 per cent of the total output. Of
this amount the Hessian fly is yearly responsible for $20,000,000 or
over, the Chinch bug gets away
with $15,000,000 and the balance is
sacrificed to locusts, grasshoppers.
joint \vorn1s, wire worms, cut
\\·ornis, army worms, etc. Our cori1
output in 1904, Fig. 3, was estimated at $1,000,000,000 (the 1906
estimate shows an increase of about
Fig. 3.
$100,000,00_0). but each year the corn root worm takes $20,000,000 from this crop, the boll worm the same, and the chinch

Wnea1
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hug the same, \Yhik wire worms. cut worms, army worms, white
grubs, stalk borers and others destroy together $20,000,000
worth, making the yearly insect tax on corn $80,000,000.
Turning to the hay crop, Fig. 4, the 1906 estimate claims
$600.000,000 as a fair representation of the product, but at least
$60,000,000 or 10 per cent of thi:;
amount is levied on this annually by
locusts, grasshoppers, army worms,
cut worms, g-rub worms, leaf hoppers. wire worms, "leather jackets,"
etc.
One hundred ~md thirty-five million dollars ($135,000,000) represents pretty closely the value of our
annual fruit crop. but different
Fig. 4.
scale insects (notably the San Jose
Scale). codling moths,. curculios. borers, and the host of caterpillars wlnch infest leaf and fruit, rob us yearly of 20 per cent
of what belongs to us, about $27,000,000, Fig. 5. Of potatoes
\\T annually produce a· crop worth in the aggregate $150,000,000
( 1906), but we lose by insects each
year on this crop alone nearly or
quite $30,000,000, see Fig. 6. Our
animal products, will easily represent $1,750,000,000, but 10 per cent
of that amount, Fig. 7, or $175,000,000. goes each year to satisfy various insect parasites.

Frui Is

The planted forests or wooded
areas of our farms, worth perhaps
S'.200.000,000, suffer an annual loss
Fig. 5·
of 10 per cent at the mouths of insects: while our natural forests
lose each year $70,000,000 through the same agency. Think of
600,000,000 feet of good timber in a limited area in the Black
Hills, representing a cash value of over $25,000,000, being destroyed hy insects 111 one year! This actually happened in 1902.
See Plate I.
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It must be borne in mind that all of our references have been
to insect damage alone, no record having been made in this
publication of the immense additional loss occasioned by plant
diseases, rust, blight, rot, mildews, etc.
It is the work of the economic entomologists to endeavor to
restore to the ag-ricnltu ral classes each year as much as possible
from the loss occasioned by insects,
represented by the figures above
given, and by their researches to
place people on their g·uard ag·ainst
insects known to be a menace to
human life. That they are reasonably successful in this is shown not
on! 1· bY the references in the following paragraphs, but by a hundred or more other facts which arc
Fig. G.
matters of statistics, and on record
where they can he easily referred to.
The case of the Cipsy '.\'f oth alone serves to illustrate the
gran clanger from a neglected pest. and the importance of
thorough work by trained expert.:;.
Imported in 186~, and escaping
from the original importer, Trounlet. of .\Ieclford. ::\[ass .. it gradually increased until in 1890 the state
saw the necessity of organizing a
campaign against it.
Had its
increase been appreciated and
checked, 1Yhich might have been
clone with a small expenditure of
money previous to 1875, it would
Fig. 7.
not have become a prominent feature in our financial history, but so firm a hold had it obtained,
and so prolific was it that by 1900 Massachusetts had expended
over a million of dollars in a losing fight against it.
Now, as evidence of its appreciation of the practical work of
Economic Entomology, a Gipsy :Moth Co111mission, with an annual appropriation 0f $150,000 is maintained by the state to fight
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this pest; private c1t1zens are spending approximately about
$100,000, and towns and cities nearly $100,000. As an aid in the
strng·gle the United States Government helps by appropriating
$10;000 for the importation of parasites which prey upon this
·
pest in Europe.
The state of New Jersey has appropriated $350,000 each year,
or as much of that sum as is necessary, for work against mosquitoes alone.
The South has lost annually $12,000,000 in its cotton raising
area. through the work of the Cotton Boll 'vVeevil, and in 1904
in Texas alone about $22,000,000 was sacrificed to this insect.
Field \\"Ork by trained entomologists has shown means of preventing a large proportion of this loss.
The Hessian Fly, Plate IV, has, at times, until made a special
study levied an annual tax upon our wheat of from $100,000,000
to $~00.000,000, while the Codling ::\ Ioth, until remedies were
found for it by entomologists. destroyed each year at least
$10.000.000 worth of apples in the L7 nitecl States. The corn
root \\'Orm took nearly or quite $100,000,000 each year out of
the l\Iississippi Valley, until entomologists found the proper
means to combat it.
The value of stored products. such as mill stuffs, fruit, cotton.
,,.,JOlen ancl other manufactured goods. has, in the past, depreciated annually $100,000,000 by insect attack, but entomologists
haye found that expert fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas, or
bisulphicle of carbon, will reduce that nearly or quite one-half.
\Vithin the last eight years, state and government entomologists
have learned practical methods of combating our most destructive
fruit insect, namely, the San Jose Scale, so that growers putting
the proper methods into practice, need no longer fear it. This
saving, both to tree and fruit, directly traceable to the work of
entomologists, amounts to millions of dollars.
It is a significant fact that at the last annual meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, held in
Chicago in December, 1907, and January, 1908, during an address
of welcome to the visiting scientists given on behalf of the faculty
of the University of Chicago, the speaker, in emphasizing the
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triumphs of science 111 recent years, took three out of his fh·c
total illustrations from the field of economic e11to111ology.
It is to this practical and inviting field of work that we invik
students. Such a study may well be begun by a school hoy or
school girl who has the taste for it, in an amateurish way, and
in the following pages, intended primarily as cli rections for
students in the Minnesota State Agricultural College and School,
are given sufficiently complete directions for collecting and preserving insects, in the hope that the suggestions therein contained
will not only lead some of our younger citizens into an employment which is a bread and butter making proposition, hut will
encourage. perhaps. a larger number in a study ,,·hich is of itself
fascinating, quite apart from its practical bearings.
An Economic Entomologist, to be a success in his field. which
is by nature an intensely practical one, has to eschew the writing
of books. The moment he yields to the temptation of being an
author, a "professional author" let us say, and falls into the ruts
fellowed by hook makers, so much time and energy is consumecl
in this that little is left for what his position calls for, anrl he
ceases to he a successful specialist.

HOW TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE INSECTS
FOR STUDY
What is an Insect?
One Branch or Phylum of the Animal Kingdom is called
Arthropoda ("jointed-footed") and includes all animals without
a backbone, which have -segmented bodies, the body segments
bearing jointed appendages of various kinds. Some of these animals live in water or moist places, are covered with a limy crust,
and are called Crustacea, the crayfish. lobster and crab, and barnacles,. for example. All the other sub-groups or Classes under
this Phylum live on land, when adult. But some are worm-like,
with many legs, the centipecls and rnillipeds, Class 1llf'yriapoda;
and some have the head and thorax (second division of the body)
in one piece, and have in the adult stage eight legs. This group
includes the scorpions, mites, ticks and spiders. Fimlly, the Class
I11secta or H exapoda ("six-legged") includes all the insects, and
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if we were asked to give in a brief way the characteristics which·
would include all insects, and exclude all other animals, we would
say: Insects arc Arthropods, which in the adult stage have six
legs and no more; .they breathe air directly through a system
of tubes ( trachcce) opening on the surface. In their Zif e histor:,1
thc3 puss through, from the egg stage to the adult, more or less
changes or metamorphoses; they have one pair of antenna:
(feelers), two compound eyes, a11d frequently one or more simple
c:ves. 1'hey gc11erall31 hm•e 'Wings in the ad1tlt stage. See Fig. 8.
1

Ant~~;.:.:::::::::::::::::::~~---···········--··
'}

'

lat pair of J,egs '--···--·-·-·---·",

Fig. 8. 'Dissecti6n· 'of '!r 'locust or.' •.'grasshopp·cr":· to show dlvisiohs
·of the body.

It will be see11.fr0m the above that· neither a spider, nor a
tick is an· insect. ·.·In Iooking ··over this· enormous ·class,· comprising at' least four.:fifths of all known species of ·animals;· we
,note that there are ·some ·great · differences between· them·; a
squash bug is widely .different from a butterfly, though agreeing
with it in the above· general characteristies, and a ·beetle does ·not
resemble a mosquito. Hence the class is clividccl into a number
of gT()nps called Orders, about nineteen. \Ve do ·not propose
to discuss all of these orders here, since it fulfils the require-
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rnents of this publication to mention the leading ones only.
The stages of an insect's life are commonly the egg stage, the
larval stage, the pupal or resting stage, and the aclult or imago.
In insects without a
complete metamorphosis, the larval and pupal
stages are both active,
and frequently referred
to as the nyrnphal stage.
or "the nymph."
Order Ephemerida:
This includes the delicate .May flies so abundant in spring and early
summer.
They have
bur delicate wings, and
live but a short time as
a d u 1 t s. The young
stage, nymph stage, is
found 111 the water,
Fig. 9.

May-fly, nymph and imago.

fig. 9.

Order N europtcra: This group is characterized by th_e presence of four delicately veined wings. Representatives of th<'
order are the
Golden - e y e cl
L a c e - winged
fly, whose larva
consumes plant
lice, and the
"ant - 1 i on"
whose larva digs
pits in sandy
soil, wherein it
lies in wait for
o t h e r insects, Fig. 10. Ant-lion with larvae, enlarged
and natural size.
Fig. 10.
Order Odonata: The Dragon flies and Damsel flies, with
four wings of nearly equal size, biting mouth parts, and large
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compound eyes.
water, Fig. 11.

The larval or nymph stage ts passed

Fig. 11.

111

the

Dragon-fly with nymph. and pupal skin.

Order 0 rt ho ptc ra ("straight-winged") : Here occur the locusts. \Yhich \\"e commonly call grasshoppers, Fig. 12, the true

"'-~,~

Fig. 13. A true Grasshopper.

grasshoppers, Fig. 13, and katy-clids, Fig. 14; crickets, "walking
sticks," Fig. 15, and cockroaches. These insects have, for the
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most part, four wmgs, me roremost pair being really wing covers,
or tegmina; the second pair are thin and gauzy, mouth parts
formed for biting, metamorphosis incomplete. The grasshoppers,
locusts, crickets and katy-dids have hind legs adapted for jumping.
This order is at
times very injurious, the Rocky
Mountain locust or
grasshopper, which
normally .. lays its
eggs on the 'Slopes
of the Rockies.
frequently breeds
on the plains east
of there, and has
at times s w e pt
clown upon Kansas, Nebraska, Dak o t a, Minnesota
and other states,
leaving no living
plant behind it.
Locusts and grasshoppers lay their
eggs in the soil,
and fall plowing
generally serves to
keep our native
Fig. 14. A Katydid"" ovipositing. After Riley.
forms in check.
Order H emiptera: This order includes al~ the plant lice,
the true parasitic lice, all the scale insects, and the true bugs,
see Fig. 17, and Plates II and III. The name Hemiptera,
which means "half-winged,'' is given the entire order because
the anterior half of the first pair of \~ings in the true bugs
is thickened, only the posterior part being wing-like. The
mouth parts are formed for sucking-, and they have an incomplete metamorphosis. This is probably our. most destructive
order. for here occur scale insects. plant lice, leaf hoppers and
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tree hoppers, squash bugs, Cicadids or
harvest flies, and the true lice which
affect man and animals. It is interesting to note that the word "bug,"
which is frequently employed to designate any insect, is rightfully only
applied to that division of the Hemiptera which are "half-winged."
Order Diptera ("two-winged") :
These are the true flies, such as the
house fly, mosquito, horse flies, etc.,
characterized by the possession of only
two wings, the second pair being represented by a pair of small knobbed
projections, the halteres or balancers;
they have mouth parts adapted for
sucking, lapping or stabbing. They
have a complete metamorphosis, the
larva being referred to as a maggot,
and the pupa or resting stage is enclosed in a brown skin called a pupar11m1.
Fig. 18 will illustrate a type of
the order.
Order Siphonaptera: Wingless,
degraded insects. A complete metamorphosis and mouth parts adapted
Fig. 15. A Walking-stick.

for sucking. Here occur the dog and
cat flea, human flea and others.
Order C oleoptera ("sheath-winged") :
This name refers to the fact that the
insects of this group have the fore
wings hardened and horny, or modified to form covers for the second
pair of wings, the true wings, when
they are present. Biting mouth parts
and a complete metamorphosis are

Fig. 17. A true Bug.
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Fig. 18.

House Fly.

Original.

insect is handled roughly.
Their mouth parts are
modified for
and
have a complete met·
The larva is
Jar," and tent caterpillars
and cnt worms are familiar
in the
The moths are
but not
ers; .
are
usually either thread-like
or. feather~like. When at
..rest .they rarely hold their
wings elevated as do but. terflies. The
are
day fliers, and dart
from place to
Butare
fliers; their
antenna: or feelers are

further characteristics of
this group,
includes
Lhe beetles.
potato
beetle (
),
most of our wood borers.
the beetle
comes
from the white grub, bliste1·
plum
weevils. and many others occur
here. See
19 and 20.
Order L e pi d 6Jr t er a
("scale The
moths and skip·
pen:; are characterized ·
the presence of four
cc5vered with·
scales,
which
rub· off if the
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,,u-'"'"'· and with a knob on the end.
In j uriuus forms in this order arc the
21 and 22; cnl
currant borer, cut worms
ancl army -,vorrns, and others. The
pupal stag·e of huiter!-lies is naked and
called a
Order
) : This group of insects has
with but few

Bcctk)

Fig.

lJU!J<L

The meta-

of this order,
true ants, the
sawflies. A
which attack
are also found here.

Fi~.

•v)

0

forms of insects

.AnnJc \Vorm," brva of Codlini!, )Ju1b, cnlargc<l.

After Slingerland.

The yornig collector has
himself or herself with some

Le
srnall sum from retail
substitute slices of cork
cork, or
fnirn corn
at no expense
whatever, ~~·]
the same tn the bottom of a
box.
C<>od imcct
of varions si;;ces
he can
without if he purposes
to pin bis
late
and sum-
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rner months
When he

and

some

I-Iornets, all stagcs

1

and cc:lls.

offer the best
into the field he should take a good insect
delicate
a few vials for

paper

Fig. 25.

or tin salve boxes.
These
and the vials will hold
which the collector may desire to take
home. A
of
is not
necessary, but sometimes very convenient in
very small insects and
those that
box will
do) and some
or folded papers
are desirable
hold butterflies
with
A

Fig. 27.

27, is made
two or three small
of cyanto be a little bigger than a pea, or one
in the
bottom of a
to
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which water has first been added. This mixture should be of such
consistmcy !hat it \rill just pour into the bottle, covering the
cyanide half an inch. Leave the bottle open a few hours until
the plastei: is set. If liquid gathers on the top of the plaster,
dust in more dry plaster, and later a piece of blotting paper
can be placed over the plaster to absorb moisture, and occasionally removed. As cyanide of potash is deadly poison, it
is \\'ell to put the weird "POISON" on the bottle. A tight cork
should be provided, and care should be taken not to leave the
bottle open, after it is in use. for any length of time, lest it
should lose its strength. ;\ very useful style
of bottle is shown in Fig. 28. This is provided at one enrl with a metal cap. which can
be removed. and either cyanide or chloroform
placed on cotton in the lower end. A smal!
straight-side vial made into a cyanide bottle
is useful for ver}' small insects. and takes up
hut little room in the pocket. In fact. one
should take more than one cyanide bottle into
the fie'ld tn forestall any accident \\·hich might
befall one. and to have one to use before
insects are dead in the other. It is well to
lcaYe specimens. except delicate moths, over
night in the c}·anide bottle. or at least for
several hour~s. Strips of paper in a cyanide
bottle prevent unrlue rattling about of insects,
and serve to ahsorh moisture which would
Fig: 28.
ruin specimens.
A serviceable net can be made out of mosquito bar (or
better', of bobbinet). strung on a wire hoop fastened to a pole
feet l~!1g. It is a very goocl plan to fasten a narrow
·~tr!p"of cloth tci th'e wire 'hoop. and sew the net 'to thaf. Better
· r~ets an·d joirited 'poles 'can be l)tirdiased. Fig. 29 shows a foldirig 'riet, which· can 'be 'packed in a small space. Personally; we
.. 'prefer a n'd: \vhich tape'rs considei·ahly, but not to a point. Some
ir1sects' are best cat!ght when they are on the wing; others should
· be allO\ved to alig'ht. · A q11ick pass is made with the net, forcing
the butterfly Or· moth. cir grasshopper, as the case may- be, to

I· Ii·

aboilt five.
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the bottom, and a turn of the wrist folds the net upon itself,
preventing the captive from escaping. In sweeping for grass
or clover insects, the net is passed back and forth as one walks
along, striking the tops of the plants, and by its continued and
rapid motion the captured specimens are kept safely in the bot-

tom of the net until the collector stops, when a rapid turn
doubles the net, and holds all the contained insects securely.
In beating brush or shrubbery a "beating net," made of stout
cloth, is used.
The writer sometimes lulls stinging insects to unconscious-·
ness by placing the point of the net in the bottle, and holding
the cork over the mouth for .1
minute, when the bee or wasp
can be taken out safely, and /
dropped into the killing bottle to
complete the operation. Butterflies and moths should not UL'
permitted to flutter about in a
cyanide bottle, thus denuding the
Fig. 3o. After Holland.
wings of their beautiful scales. They may be pinched between
thumb and finger while still in the net (see Fig 30) or, a drop
of chloroform may be placed on the head and thorax, and then
the insects transferred to the cyanide bottle. Plant lice are best
killed by dropping into vials of alchohol.
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Some insects may be knocked off of shrubbery or branches
of trees by jarring, the net being held below. Water insects,
such as "water boatmen," skippers, and "whirligig-beetles" can
be captured by using the net. Some larva'. can be found under
stones, in ponds and streams. Those that frequent the bottom
can be obtained by the use of a metal sieve-scoop. transferring
the material-small sticks, mud, leaves, etc.-to a jar, whence
the specimens can be separated later.
Insects of various kinds are found in a host of localities,
upon flowers, upon shrubbery, along· the edges of woods in
the ·woods themselves, in pastures and meadows, along the banks
of streams, lakes and ponds and in the waters of the same; in
rotten logs and stumps, under Jogs and rubbish, under bark,
in fruits, and in nuts, etc. The collector who has the keenest
eyes, is the one, other things being equal, most likely to succeed.
Baiting and Night Collecting: \Vhile broad daylight and
bright sunshine are the best conditions under which to collect
the majority of insects, many are hest collected at twilight, and
night collecting by the use of baits is fascinating. An acceptable
bait is made of brown sugar and water, forming quite a thick
syrup, and adding a goodly amount of stale beer or rum; put
this on say twenty trees (it may also be used on fences or stumps)
in the woods, just after sundown, spreading it on with a brush
over a space about three by eight inches, and noting carefully
the baited trees, so that they can be found in the dark. If
you start out between nine and ten with a lantern, preferably a
dark lantern, and several cyanide bottles, and visit the treated
trees, flashing your light carefully on the anointed portions, you
will probably discover moths and other insects at work sipping
the, to them, attractive mixture. A collecting bottle is placed
cautiously over one of these insects and moved to right or left
slightly, thus loosening the insect from its hold, whereupon it
falls into the bottle, the latter is tipped up quickly and corked,
placed in one's pocket, and a second bottle used for another
insect. These insects are later united in one bottle, leaving one
or more bottles free for use in capturing. \i\Tarrn, still nights
are best suited for this work. Lights in an open window, or
better still, the electric lights in the streets of our towns ancl
cities offer excellent opportunities for night collecting.
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Pinning, Spreading, I11flati11g, Labeling, etc.: In pinning
insects a Comstock spacing block will be found useful. Its construction is easily understood hv a glance at Fig. 31. Each

layer
as an
insect pin is long. The hole on each step is large enough to
admit the head of the pin. Each insect should be, when pinn~d.
just one-fourth of the length of the pin from the head. This
is brought about by inserting the
head of the pin, after the pin ha~
been pushed through the insect,
into the hole of the lower step,-lhe back of the specimen should
rest on the step. By reversing
the pin, and using the first and
~ccond steps the proper spacing
of labels is secured, and when
Fig. 32. Original.
small insects are mounted on
points, the hole in the highest step receives the point of the pin.
The German insect pins appear to be the best, and are made
in several sizes. Perhaps sizes 0,
1, 3, S and 9 would be those most
commonly used by the amateur
collector. The thing to be sought
is uniformity in height of insects
and labels in the box, that the
collection may present a neat
appearance.
Grasshoppers, bees and flies,
butterflies and moths, etc., are
Fig. 33. Original.
pinned through tI1e t I1orax, as Fig. 34. Original.
shown in Figs. 32 and 33. Beetles are pinned through the right
clytron, or wing cover, as shmYn in Fig. 34. Bugs are pinned
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through the rncclian point n [ the sen tell um, Figs. :15 and 35a.
Butterflies and moths should he spread on a spreading board,
Fig·. 36 (which illustration shows the structure
l)f the same, and the position in which the
wings are spread), and transferred to the collection when
dried. Frequently the wings
of other insects are spread if
a collector has time to go into
such niceties. Two dissecting
Fig. 35. Original. needles. made b:v pushing the
EFig. 35a. Original.
blunt ends of needles into r o u n cl
sticks 4 in. long,
of the diameter of
lead pencils, will
be found u s e f u 1
tools in spreading.
Small moths, and
also other small insects are sometimes
mounted on pith,
by the use of tiny
wire, the pith being first fastened
to an insect pin at
Fig. 36.
proper height, Fig.
37. Again, a small
beetle or fly, or other insect, may be mounted by being gummed to a cardboard point.
as shown in Fig. 38. These points are
made with a triangle punch illustrated in
Fig. 39. Pinning forceps are desirable
accessories in order to hold the pin upright,
nFig. 37.
Fig. 38.
tJ Original,
and to keep it from bending when it is
being forced iJ1tO the cork bottom of the collection box. Figs.
40 and 41 represent these forceps, the first used with lighter
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pins, and the latter where large butterflies, etc., ;ire being placed
in position in .the collecti.on~ A cheap pair of pliers .\\·ill answer

·:-."
Fig. 39.

i

Fig. 40.

fairly well· if one does not care to g-o to the
· ·expense of the regulation forceps.
Ven· delicate insects,· such as plant lice, minute flies,
etc., which have first been in 90 per cent alco. hol. are frequently mounted on glass slides,
\Yith appropriate labels, Fig. 42, for identification and study with the microscope.
.. In studying and handling small insects a
\\·atchmaker's glass, Fig. 43, is sometimes quit·~
t1scfu1. This lies in the fact that it can be
held in one eye, leaving the hands free. A
pocket lens, Fig. 43a, of some kind is useful.
Fig·. 44 illustrates a home-made rack for
U.oFMihrJ.

Fig. 41.

u. orM1N "E SOTA.

No. >3

SUB. /If

NO.~

Fig. 42.

Fig. 43.

Fig. ·l:b,

holdino.vials
,,
;:-, ...
. containino. ..
"' alcoholic' specimens ln he st udicd, whik
Fig. 45 shows the Comstock insect bottle, used· by many en to·

..
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mologists for the permanent storing of insect larv~, pup~, etc.
Inflating and Mozt11ti11g Caterpillars: Frequently one wishes
to preserve a caterpillar in
the dry state for mounting by
the side of the imago. Kill
the specimerl. in the cyanide
bottle; make a small slit with
a fine pair of scissors at the
extreme posterior end of the
caterpillar;* place it on blot-

~~~li~i~~~;~~~=
Fig. 44.

-=--------=-

ting- paper, and placing a
round pencil upon it just back
n f the head. roll it backward

gent 1 y, pressing
out the viscera.
Care must be tak- """'9'hin' ~~~
en to move the
caterpillar a b o u t
d u r i n g this in
order to keep the
Fig. 45.
hairs dry. Then
insert a straw or a glass tube drawn nearly to a point, about oncfifth of an inch, into the opening. If a straw is used, push a
fine pin through the specimen close to the posterior encl, and
through the straw. This will hold it in place while inflating.
If one uses a glass· tube, the tube should be held over a flame
until the specimen is dried to it
at the point of contact. Should
there be any openings between the
straw or tube and skin of the caterpillar, a drop of glue w_ill seal them.
The actual inflating is clone by holding the specimen in a warm place
for a few moments, keeping it inflated to natural size until dry. This
Fig. 46.
*A better way, perhaps, is to insert the point of a pin, about one-eighth of an inch,

into the anal opening at the posterior end of the caterpillar and move it carefully
around in order to cut through the intestinal wall, thus freeing it from its attach·
ment to the body wall.
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111ay he acconiplishecl by the use of a simple apparatus :mcl one's
breath, as shown in Fig. 46, the lamp chimney resting upon an
iron saucer filled with sand, or one can purchase an inflating
outfit, one of which is
illustrated in Fig. 47, in
which case the air 1s
forced into the cater>;1......,.,,,,,.,,=~·~ pillar from' two bulbs.
Care must be taken not
Fig. 47.
to scorch the specimen.
\\Then thoroughly dry it may be pushed off the tube with a sharp
knife. A mount for the caterpillar has been previously prepared.
This will be unclerstoocl by a glance at the accompanying illustration, Fig. 48. which
shn\\"S a piece of cork at
the proper height on an
insect pin, and some fine
\ .
wire (preferably the CO'!erecl wire used by 11111lrners) wrappecl about it
Fig. 48. Original.
as shown. The two ends
are left twisted together,
ancl upon these the caterpillar is thrust. a drop
of liquid glue having
first been placed on the
wires' ends. The specimen is then reaclv for
the label.
Rearing Lari·a:: A collector may be uncertain
about the identity of a
captured larva, or he
may wish to procure the
Fig. 49. Original.
imago for his -collection,
or he may desire to study its life history, observe its moults,
etc. This is easily accomplished. whether it be the young stage
of butterfly, moth, beetle, fly or bug.

•
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'i'lw
a re confined
JillC forn1 of
jar vvith an abund:111u , fuod. If the foucl be a plant, a
ll"11Tr ]"Jt l'<
the same may be
in the cage as shown in Fig. 49,
which illu,;trates a home·
<111tfit we use in
. Clr a
lantern

clwc:sc:clotl1
over

GU.

Origin:tl.

top,

may he phcc:d 01·er srn;dl
upon whid1 the inthc
be-

Fig. Gl.

into the soil
o [ 1.he
alJout an i11ch. \ \·a1.cr insects can 1Je stndied m the
same way
:is shown in
51, in
·,yhich
k11· 11·atcr pla11ts are gTu11T1, and the water of which
1s
fresh. The
uf larval
wire worms,
for
which infest roots,
can lie studied m a Comstock

consists
held a
a SU p~
narrow

observaliuns should be made uf insects

Comstock.

if the

rn
cages, and notes
made of datvs
nmdition of
emergence
, what appears
at the time to be a trivial fact
rnay be an
contribution
to the ,,;cience of
be a
to

insect whid·1 has lwcrirne dried in
pinned, has to he relaxed 11cfun: it is hamllecL
made use of a
11ox
shown in the
il-

Tt shrms the
ho,: ancl lid in sc·ctiun. i rnarkthe
at 11 hich the \Yin'
gauze forms a false hottorn a
few inches· from the floor of the
box. B shcm s surface vie\v of
the gauze, the
corner
to pour water into the bottom uf

befon:
\Ye, for

year:~,

B

ven·

'"'

r-------···----··-----1

the box. A little car1io1ic acicl
is
in tliis water to

rnold, ancl insects ldt on tlw f.::auzc unT
\1·ill
be Stl rdaxul ihat
on the
be made:
The box
with

tl1c·1

11·ith the cover
c;111 be handled
and
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the gauze
9 14 inches ancl 5 inches
ancl one-half inches from bottom.
am! insect proof box ( ur hoxes) is necescollection, and ideal boxes are seen in
illustrated in
or in a
Comstock box. Collections should be examined every
months to prevent clerrncsticls or other
from
working
, and if evidence of their presence is
the box ancl its contents shou]cl be
ectecl
to the fumes of bi
of carbon in a closed receptacle for several hours. 'l'wo treatments, with ten
may be necessary. Some enm their insect boxes
insects
mun-

fc,,.

In

Jn

the vial
ancl 58 sh(rn· the method
papers
butterflies ancl
which
case
are lo
be kept m
away insects.
them from the attacks of mice and museum
of a
nature may
mailed or stored
a
of
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p 1 a c e cl below and
above them to
them from actual contact with the cotton.
is a goocl method
tu be follCJ\ved
stu-

for a sclrn( 11 or colsome form of
sirable for any one
an extended
servalions in the
can be made upon small sheets
paper. temporaily bouml
in leather cover of a size suitable for
the
cue
taken not to
write an observation upon two or more
insects on the same sheet.

one filed in a box

set
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<Jbservations.
buok,
the
tion or set of

to the collection may be entered in a
number
to a special collecand the sub-numbers placed on the side

accc~;siun

Fig. GO.

Card Jndc-x.

Original.

collection. In this
to the incli1·iclual
its accession number
case the insect 1nmlcl bear a
and sub-number, as 111
A
GO, is found to he a very valuable aicl,
lantern
an accession index alsu.
collection

j
j
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Don 1t be afraid to look a Cl1inch Bug
lhe: "face.

Origi1w1.
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From, anµ including the year 1907, the printed
reports of the Minnesota State Entomologist will be
published biennially instead of annually as heretofore.
This is done for the sake of economy largely, and be=
cause it is believed the work can be given . a better
presentation thereby. Outbreaks of insects, and the
needs of farmers, horticulturists and others will be
provided for by the issuing of timely Press Bulletins,
and other Experiment Station literature, by short
circulars, by communications to the Press, etc. Pub=
· lications of this nature shortly to be issued, and repre=
senting recent work of this division, comprise such
subjects as "The so=called Green Bug and other Grain
Aphids in Minnesota," "Crown Gall on Nursery Stock,"
"Advice to Those Contemplating Spraying, Comparison
of the Merits of Dust and Liquid Applications," "Treat=
ment for the Leaf Hopper in Nurseries," "Remedies for
the Cabbage Maggot," etc.
Pamphlets on "The Fall Web Worm and Stalk
Borer," and "Three New Hymenopterous Parasites of
the Cabbage Maggot," have already been ~ssued this
year. A copy of any publication from the State
Entomologist's office will be sent upon request, when
published, to any citizen of Minnesota.
F. L. W.

